
Move your payment solutions to the cloud with Unify 
and benefit from its patent-pending open platform and 
single API approach. Meet goals effortlessly across all 
business units, the back office, and executive teams with 
a consolidated, device-agnostic offering for all channels. 
Gain tighter integrations, a consistent UX, and quick 
access to data analytics, reporting, and visualizations for 
smarter decisions.

COST-SAVINGS BENEFITS & 
IMPROVED EFFICIENCIES

By treating every document and check the same regardless 
of how it is captured, Unify simplifies image acquisition 
for banks and credit unions and eliminates the need for 
batch processing, as well as the requirement to exchange 
files between applications.

 •   Open platform powered by a single API.
 •   Common set of code and centralized, easily  
      configurable framework.
 •   Tight integrations to third-parties. 
 •   Single UI/UX and user journey cross-channel.
 •   Quick access to data, including image archives,  
      reporting and visualizations.
 •   Reduced costs and faster times-to-market for new  
      products and services.
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VERSATILITY & SCALABILITY FOR 
EVERY INSTITUTION

Built on the proven innovation of Alogent’s Advanced 
Interactive Capture (AIC), Unify incorporates the 
same leading and highly scalable capture technology 
that Alogent has excelled at for both mobile and branch 
environments around the world.  

Scalable to support the needs of the smallest banks and 
credit unions, as well as the largest Tier 1 banks, Unify 
also flexes to address the unique considerations of 
international institutions.  Configurable and customizable, 
Unify enables both common and customized business 
rules so institutions can meet unique requirements.

SINGLE PLATFORM BENEFITS 

Ensure engaging with customers and members is simple 
and intuitive with consistent user experiences regardless 
of where images are captured: mobile, online, ATM, 
teller line, or any other channel. Institutions also benefit 
and need only to maintain one environment, the same 
code-set, and a single API across the enterprise, making 
updates, maintenance and launching new products fast. 

REPORTING & CLEAR VISIBILITY
 
With Unify, all channels access one database and one 
reporting dashboard, delivering a clear view into every 
point-of-presentment, along with the status’ of the items 
downstream in a single view. 

Gain additional levels of insight and visualizations with a 
seamless integration to AWARE, Alogent’s enterprise 
analytics and reporting platform. Quickly see fraud stats, 
deposit volumes by channel, user journeys, and more - all 
in customizable, role-based views.

Modernize Your Payments Ecosystem with a Cloud-Based, Open Banking Approach
Unify: 1 Open Platform, 1 API, 1 UX
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